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Greetings, Coaches - this is your newsletter!  The purpose of this publication is to bring 
you regular updates from every region of B.C. and cover topics relevant to you and your 
athletes.  Is there a subject you want addressed?  Information you seek?  Let us know via 

e-mail at ben@winskilldolphins.org – subject: BCSCA newsletter. 

From the President 
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Did you know the 2010 C.S.C.T.A. BC Conference is also the 2010 
National Conference!?  World-renowned speakers and teachers will 
be descending on beautiful Whistler for one weekend only!  Check-
out our newsletter for more information and updates. 

Neil Harvey 



 

 

 

 T.A.C. Dec ’09 Meeting: 
Highlights 

- The reduced gaming was discussed.  Mark Schuet 
stated swimming in BC is well-positioned financially 
for the future.  More announcements to follow. 

- APP numbers are up and carded athletes will now, 
again, be receiving some APP 

- Mark Schuet and Vince Mikuska will provide a 
detailed breakdown of how much Swim BC spends 
on athletes at camps, meets, Centers, and Teams. 

- SNC Time Standards/LTAD to be re-branded and 
re-vamped! 

- Decided that AG Nationals will require no pre-
qualifying standards, as suggested earlier in 2009. 

- Discussion ensued on how ineffective the NCCP 
process is for young coaches to get certified and how 
NCCP is trying to clean this process up. 

Get active!  Be involved!  Stay informed!  
Speak with your Regional Rep today and 

voice your concerns, opinions, & 
suggestions surrounding policies & meet 

in Swim BC! 

Proposed Competition Proposal Rejected, Swim 
BC Seeks to Tweak Existing AAA Format 
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The Proposal encountered 
opposition on the grounds that: (1) 
Economics problems with hosting 

a team championship (2) AA 
Champs not same as Team 
Champ and potential conflicting 
framework (3) December too 
short preparation period for AAA 
swimmers to qualify (4) Size of 
new proposed meets not 
perceived to change from AAAs 
(5) Allows 12 planned meets per 
year and therefore less racing 
options.  

TAC representatives offered their 
feedback on the Proposal: (1) 
Current AAA format is not a 
championship (2) Clubs protect 
their own interests (3) BCSCA 
75% in favor but coaches’ aren’t 
informed of the issues (4) Clubs 
work harder to develop and host 
their own meets (5) Suggested 
limiting invitational meets could 
hurt official training (6) Suggested 
taking existing 6 SBC meets and 
restricting numbers to make those 
meets manageable.  

There was general agreement 
that: (1) 11-12,13-14,15-17 are 
age groupings for Provincial 
Championships (2) No Black outs 
(except SBC) (3) Fall, winter, 

2010 National 
Conference, Whistler 
Whistler Conference Center & Host Hotels 

Full Conference: Sept 9 – 12, 2010 

Grass Roots Conference: Sept 9 – 10, 2010 

Accommodations: Crystal Lodge 
($116/night) and The Hilton (TBA)  

Seminars, lectures, and expert sessions will begin 
on Thursday afternoon and include a welcome 
reception on Thursday evening. The Conference 
organizers (CSCTA General Manager & 
Assistant) are working on solidifying a couple of 
top US Coaches, as well as a number of Canadian 
Coaches.  There will be plenty of Canadian 
content included in both the full and grassroots 
options. 

We are always open to suggestions and ideas for 
speakers or topics you'd like to hear, so please let 
us know. 

spring, summer need a competition 
(4) Declining numbers in BC in 
general population but not in 
swimming (6) AA’s worth keeping.  

The conclusion was made to scrap 
the new Provincial Competition 
Proposal since there was too much 
controversy to go ahead with it as 
is, but Swim BC would be re-
examining existing meets for areas 
that need improvement. 
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